
Rivers

River: (noun) a large natural stream of water flowing in a channel to the sea, a lake, or another such stream



















River Continent
Length (miles to source 

of longest tributary, 

approx.) 

Discharge
(cu. meters per 

second) 

Distinction 

Nile Africa 4,180 1,584 Egyptian agriculture depended on seasonal flooding. 

Amazon South America 3,920 180,000
Largest Discharge

navigable for 2,000 miles

Yangtze 

(Chang Jiang) 
Asia 3,964 35,000 the lifeline of China 

Mississippi- -

Missouri 
North America 3,870 17,545 the longest river flowing southward 



Hydrologic Cycle







Hydrologic Cycle

•Precipitation Exceeds Evaporation Over Land

•Evaporation Exceeds Precipitation Over the 
Ocean

•Excess water that falls on land flows to the sea 
maintaining equilibrium.



Amount of Runoff Depends On…

• Intensity and duration of rainfall

•Amount of water already in the soil

•Nature of the surface material

•Slope of the land

•Extent and type of vegetation



Divides and Basins













Streamflow

•Gradient or slope

•Channel characteristics
• Shape

• Size

• Roughness

•Discharge – volume of water flowing in the stream 
(cubic feet per second)









TRANSPORT



Competence vs Capacity

Competence is the largest particle a river can carry

Capacity is the TOTAL LOAD a river can carry



Rivers deposit alluvium. Alluvium is sorted 
according to size. The particles settle out 
by size when the velocity of the river 
decreases. A decrease in velocity causes 
competence to decrease.











































Vocabulary
alluvium back swamp base level bed load

capacity competence delta discharge

dissolved load divide drainage basin entrenched meander

floodplain gradient incised meander meander

natural levee oxbow lake precipitation rejuvenation

saltation suspended load transpiration water cycle
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